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Objectives 
 

1. Identify how basic legislation has added to our understanding of the Constitution over time. 

2. Describe the ways in which the executive and judicial branches have interpreted the Constitution. 

3. Analyze the role of party practices and custom in interpreting the Constitution.  
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Key Terms 
 

• __________________________________: a pact made by the President directly with the head of a foreign state 

• __________________________________: a formal agreement between two or more independent states 

• __________________________________: the body of electors that makes the formal selection of the President 
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Key Terms, continued 
 

• __________________________________: a body made up of the heads of the ___________________________ 

__________________________________ that advises the President 
 

• __________________________________: the Senate custom of refusing to approve any presidential appointee 

unless that person has the ______________________________________________________________ from the 

____________________________________________________ who belong to the same party as the President 
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Introduction 
 

• How have the day-to-day workings of the government affected how we interpret the Constitution? 
 

– ________________________________ passes new ______________________. 

– ________________________________ push to _____________________________________________. 

– The _____________________________________________________________ on constitutional issues. 

– _______________________________________________ the ___________________________ process. 

– ___________________________________ develop over time. 
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The Role of Congress 
 

• ________________________________________ expanded upon basic constitutional provisions. 

– Congress ____________________________________________ specific _________________________ 

of the ______________________________________________. 

– Congress ______________________________________________________________—the Constitution 

created only the Supreme Court. 

– Congress __________________________________________________________ and _______________ 

in the _________________________________________. 

– Congress has _____________________________________ such as the succession of the Vice President.   
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Powers of Congress 
 

• ___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________.  

– The Constitution describes some congressional powers in vague terms. 
• For example, Congress has the power to regulate foreign trade and interstate commerce. 

 
– Over the years, Congress has __________________________ thousands of _______________________ 

just _______________________________________________ like “regulate,” “trade,” “interstate” and 

“commerce.” In the process, ___________________________________________________________ of 

the Constitution. 
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Expanding Executive Power 
 

• ____________________________ have ______________________ their constitutional ___________________ 

by taking a ____________________________________________ of such powers. 

– Often this ___________________________________________ the need to gain congressional approval. 
 

• For example, only Congress can declare war. But while acting as _________________________ 

____________________________, many Presidents have sent military forces into combat 

without a formal act of war. 
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• The Senate must approve formal treaties. But Presidents can and do _____________________ 

legally binding  _________________________________________________________________ 

without asking for Senate approval.  
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Presidential Power 
 

• The Constitution grants the President “_________________________________________________.” 

– ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

the _______________________________________________________________________ specifically 

mentioned __________________________________________________________.  

• For example, Thomas Jefferson used it as a justification for acquiring new territory for the 
United States when he purchased the Louisiana Territory in 1803. 
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The State of the Union 
 

• While ______________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________, the method of address is left to each President. 

 
– Harry Truman’s State of the Union was the first televised address.  

 
– Today, the State of the Union is an annual televised address to Congress and 

all Americans. 
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The Courts 
 

• The ________________________________________________, particularly the Supreme Court, 

____________________________________________________ on a regular basis. 

– The power of judicial review gives the Court the power to declare laws ___________________________. 

– _______________________________ that a __________________________________________ also 

__________________________________________________ the Constitution.  

– Each type of ruling _____________________________________________ for interpreting future laws.  
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Political Parties 
 

• ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________. 

 
– Most of the Framers actually opposed parties, fearing they would divide the government.  
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Political Parties, continued 
 

• Yet parties are very influential in our political process.  
 

– The ___________________________________________ and the 

__________________________________________ of Congress are 

____________________________________________ membership. 
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 Political Parties, continued 
 

– The _________________________________________ says _________________________ about the 

__________________________________ process.  

– ___________________________________ use state _________________________________ and 

_________________________________________________ to choose candidates. 

– _______________________________ also __________________________________ the 

__________________________________________ to the ____________________________________. 

– _____________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________ when choosing political appointees. 
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Customs 
 

• _______________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________. 

– The ___________________________________________ exists solely as a result of custom rather than 

any laws.  

– The custom of _____________________________________________ guides the appointment of 

public officials. 
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Customs, continued 
 

• Ever since __________________________________________, Presidents had _______________________ 

__________________________________ to ___________________________________ in office.  

• After ______________________________________________ was _____________________________ to 

___________________________________ consecutive terms from 1932 to 1944, the 

______________________________ was made into law by passage of the ____________________________  

in 1951. 
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Customs, continued 
 

– For years, the ___________________________________________________ the office of the 

____________________________________when the ____________________________________.  

– But this was ___________________________________________________________ ratification of 

the _______________________________________________ in 1967. 
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Review 
 

• Now that you have learned how the day-to-day working of the government have affected how we interpret 
the Constitution, go back and answer the Chapter Essential Question. 

– How has the Constitution lasted through changing times? 
 
 


